Australian jewellery designer raising the bar
for unique pieces
					

Australian Jewellery Designer, Simone Walsh, is making
it easier for Australians to access unique, fine and fashion
jewellery through her fascinating online jewellery shop.
Simone Walsh specialises in designing contemporary and unique
jewellery that is created from precious metals: particularly
sterling silver, with gold and gemstone highlights. Visitors to
the Simone Walsh Jewellery website can choose from a unique
collection of charming and intricately designed jewellery that
cannot be found anywhere else. From stud and dangle earrings
to statement necklaces and wedding jewellery, there’s nothing in
the Simone Walsh Jewellery online store that doesn’t command
attention.

This makes the collection appealing to those who want to
stand out from the crowd and make a statement with their
jewellery. Some of the most popular pieces in the shop include
an Arabesque pendant on vivid red beads, a Lily of the Valley necklace with lustrous pearls, delightful Forget-me-nots pendants on
silver chain or silk, and sets of elegantly simple textured silver stacking rings.
Not all jewellery is made equal and when it comes to quality and authentic designs, Simone Walsh is in a league by herself. Apart
from the uniqueness of the jewellery collection, Simone Walsh Jewellery is committed to producing ethical jewellery. Simone seeks
to use ethically mined or lab grown gemstones and recycles all gold and sterling silver. In addition, she endeavours to use as much
recycled precious metals as possible.
Simone has been designing jewellery for over two decades. Her pieces reflect the depth of her experience and the passion for her
craft. When asked what motivated her to pursue a career in this field, she said: “I’ve always been drawn towards the sparkly and the
ornamental. When I was a kid growing up in Adelaide I had a vast collection of ornate, vintage buttons that I would play with for hours
on end. Around 1992 my love of beautiful and intriguing objects came back into focus when I stumbled across a simple yet fascinating
statement necklace. I got myself some pliers, wire and glass to see if I could replicate the unusual design. I was hooked.”
Though based in Australia, Simone’s talent for art jewellery has captured eyes and hearts of many across the world. Simone Walsh
Jewellery has customers from as far afield as Britain, France and the United States. One customer summed up the overall appeal of
Simone’s jewellery. She said: “It’s so rare to find eco-conscious jewellery that has this sort of old-world elegance.”
The uniqueness and authenticity of Simone Walsh Jewellery designs make them unique gift ideas for birthdays, anniversaries and
other special occasions.
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continued ...

As for Christmas gifts, Simone Walsh Jewellery creates Christmas pudding coins: a collection of 6 large, high quality silver coins that
each display a different vintage Christmas illustration. These are very popular and are often gifted as family heirlooms.
Simone Walsh Jewellery is backed by a Happiness Guarantee and best of all Australian customers get free shipping.
For further information or to browse Simone Walsh Jewellery’s collection of unique designs, visit the online jewellery shop:
simonewalsh.com.

***

Further information:
If you have questions please contact us at hello@simonewalsh.com or call +61 (0)8 8389 5660.
You can find a full media kit and a selection of high res image downloads at simonewalsh.com/media.
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